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College defends progress against claims of campus accessibility
By Peg Schreiner
Co-Editor-in-Chief

An estimated 34.2 million
people in the United States
have a disability that results in
a functional limitation, including 6.5 million people who use
a cane, walker, or crutches to
assist with mobility, and 2.2
million people who depend
on a wheelchair for day-to-day
tasks. Members of the Colby
College community by and
large are not confronted with
these statistics, due in part to
the inconspicuousness of some
disabilities, but also to the lack
of accessibility on campus for
people with physical disabilities, preventing many from
even coming to campus.
Although the discourse revolving around community
members with physically limiting disabilities has not been
extremely active in recent
years, both students and the
College have been advocating
for improvements. Unfortunately, the necessary renovations are complex and slowly

evolving. Colby is not alone in
its struggle to accommodate
all community members—
this is an issue facing campuses around the country, with
pressure to improve becoming
increasingly adamant.
Carolyn Harney ’19, a Colby tour guide, has observed
implications of the College’s
hilly topography. “It is an unfortunate fact that our campus
is not accommodating for students and families with physical disabilities.”
Harney said that she is typically delegated the tours for
disabled applicants, “because
it requires an entirely different
route than we traditionally follow.” The alternate tour avoids
“multiple buildings, pathways,
and even sections on campus.”
Although Harney noted that
she is not often asked about
accessibility on her tours, she
said, “When families tour Colby, they are trying to picture a
home here for their student.
It does place us as tour guides
in an awkward position when
asked how realistic a complete

experience is for a student
with a physical handicap.”
The “complete experience”
that a student expects before
coming to college is something
that Assistant Vice President
for Facilities and Campus
Planning Mina Amundsen
is highly cognizant of in her
work. Amundsen is a proponent of using the term “universal access” as opposed to designating a space an Americans
with Disabilities Act (ADA)
approved space. Universal access connotes the most inclusive space possible, taking into
account a range of abilities.
Amundsen’s assessment of
the campus’ accessibility for
people with limited walking
capability revolves around
the fact that Mayflower Hill
consists of a mix of topographies, with areas like the
Heights and Miller Lawn
posing some obstacles, while
areas like the Colby Green
are entirely accessible.
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Although the College is largely compliant with the Americans with Disabilities Act, there remain accessibility barriers on campus.

Editorial

Annual Harry Potter Questioning Colby’s True North
night delights in Foss
By Will Walkey

Co-Editor-in-Chief

By Eliza Adams
Staff Writer

Last Thursday, Foss was
busier than usual during dinnertime. Colby students and
professors alike flocked down
to the dining hall dressed as
witches, wizards, and goblins.
However, this wasn’t any ordinary Halloween celebration.
This was Foss’s annual Harry
Potter-themed dinner. Student
Programming Board, Harry
Potter Club, and the Dining
Hall staff converted the space
into Hogwarts’ Great Hall – the
familiar backdrop where Harry, Hermione, and Ron enjoyed
many meals.
The details of this event
aligned closely with those of
J.K. Rowling’s beloved series:
the tables were set up in long
rows with Hogwarts House
flags hanging above them,
and even the food had a special Hogwarts flair. The menu
boasted offerings like Mandrake Salad, Hippogriff Droppings, Polyjuice Potion, and
Butterbeer. Avid Harry Potter fan Olivia Stein, ’18, says,
“Drinking butterbeer with my
friends made me feel like I
was in the Three Broomsticks
[a popular hangout for Har-

ry, Hermione, and Ron in the
books]!” Students could also
participate in a trivia competition throughout the night.
It was apparent that students
enjoyed this event, which originated eight years ago. Sydney
Koeplin ’21 attended the dinner with her COOT family. She
says, “I thought the atmosphere
was really just fun. The details
and food were really cute and
everyone was having a good
time geeking out.” Sydney’s
roommate, Julia Pfau ’21 says,
“It exceeded my expectations!
I had no idea this event even
went on at Colby, and I love
that Colby always goes all out
for their events.”
Alex Berardo and Emily Dolan, co-chairs of SPB’s
Mainely/Social Committee, say
that student organizers worked
with Campus Life to order decorations, plan trivia, and devise
a creative menu with Foss employees. This menu included
a huge sheet cake complete
with Hufflepuff, Ravenclaw,
Gryffindor, and Slytherin logos. Berardo says he loves this
event because “you don’t have
to be a total expert on Harry
Potter to have a good time. It’s
something uniquely Colby, and
through SPB, I’m able to help
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out to make it as fun as possible.” Dolan agrees, and she
notes that the planning process
was actually really fun, “At one
meeting, we all just sat together
brainstorming what different,
fun and unique decorations we
could order for the event and
everyone always comes up with
really creative ideas.” Dolan
and Berardo’s SPB Committee
is responsible for planning social events throughout the year
as well as introducing students
to all that Maine has to offer.
Olivia Silverman, president
of Colby’s Harry Potter club,
agrees that the event was a
hit. She says, “I love it because I actually feel like I go
to Hogwarts and it is amazing. The trivia is so fun and
the atmosphere is incredible.” Harry Potter club, which
Silverman started last year,
meets frequently throughout the semester and kicks
off with a sorting ceremony
at the beginning of the year.
Silverman said, “We watch
movies, make wands, eat
wizard food, it’s just a really
fun place to meet people! It is
open to fans and non-fans.”
What’s the best part about
this event? Many students
would agree that it’s great to
be able to interact with professors in a casual, social setting.
Berardo comments, “I love to
see so many members of the
Colby community – students,
faculty, family members, you
name it – turn out for the
event.” Dolan says she loves
how the event brings everyone together, and she notes,
“Everyone ends up talking
about Great Hall Night the
rest of the year while impatiently waiting for the event
to come the next October.”
Contact Olivia Silverman for more information
about joining the Harry Potter club. And if you missed
Great Hall night, be sure to
stop by next year.
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David A. Greene has been
here as long as I have been
here, and he and his administration have continuously and
thoughtfully announced initiative after initiative that will
fundamentally change what
occurs on Mayflower Hill.
Most recently, Dare Northward made local news headlines as the largest campaign
fund in the history of liberal
arts institutions. Are students
upset by this? Of course not.
Fundraising is a necessary evil
in today’s college landscape,
and I am proud to see my future alma mater taking such
bold steps towards the top of

next year’s Forbes rankings.
What is troubling about the
College’s current administration, especially recently, however, is their misguided expectations for students during this
“exciting” time, as well as their
obvious insecurities about our
reaction to the campaign and
other initiatives.
Greene is an excellent
businessman with major ambitions and a clear plan. The
majority of his first years
at Colby have been spent
fundraising with major donors to build infrastructure
on campus and downtown.
Updated athletic facilities,
improved art centers, and
DavisConnects on campus
will attract more students

to apply. Pumping money
into downtown with a dormitory, boutique hotel, and
more renovations will lead
to greater investment in Waterville itself. And the Dare
Northward campaign will
bring much-needed diversity in wealth, race, ethnicity,
and geography of faculty and
students to the College, finally putting it into the stratosphere of our greatest liberal
arts competitors in the NESCAC. I have been told numerous times directly and
indirectly by members of the
administration how “lucky”
I am and how “grateful” I
should be for this plan.
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Campus Climate survey results released
B y A ddie B ullock
Associate Editor

On Nov. 2 Dean of the
College
Karlene
Burrell-McRae ’94 announced
the results of the Colby
All-College Campus Climate
Survey (CACCC Survey) via
an email sent to all students,
faculty and staff, and linked
to the results and executive
summary featured on the
website. Burrell-McRae also
announced that the community will have the opportunity over the next few weeks
to come together and have a
larger discussion of the survey results.
The CACCC survey was
introduced by the Dean of
the College and the Provost’s
office in the Fall of 2016 for
the purpose of gaining insight into the issues of diversity and inclusion at Colby
from faculty, staff and students. This process began
with the College hosting 27
forums across campus with
a variety of different groups
from Colby’s community,
resulting in over 500 people
contributing to formation of
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the survey. The College created a Steering Committee
for the CACC Survey, who
collaborated with Micere
Keels, Associate Professor of
Comparative Human Development at University of Chicago, to create the guidelines
and questions for the survey.
The survey was distrib-

Over 70 percent of participants responded that they
feel welcome
at Colby.

uted in March 2017 to all
students, faculty and staff,
with all individuals receiving the same questions related to diversity, equity
and inclusion at Colby. The
student surveys were con-
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fidential, and faculty and
staff survey responses were
anonymous. Out of the
combined groups of students, faculty and staff, 60
percent of people responded to the survey. The Colby community was incentivized to participate with
an initiative that for every
person that completed the
survey, the College would
donate a dollar to the Humane Society and the Sacred Heart Soup Kitchen.
The results of the survey reflect themes of inclusion and
exclusion at Colby for both students and employees of the College. Over 70 percent of participants responded that they feel
welcome at Colby, and questions
like “I feel like I belong at Colby”
and “I feel valued at Colby” also
received high overall percentages from all three groups. However, many faculty and students
selected “ineffective” or “totally
ineffective” regarding the question of “How well has Colby
responded to reports of bias/
harassment related to the
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SGA presents community forum on campus drinking culture
By Addie Bullock
Associate Editor

The drinking culture at Colby has become an increasingly
controversial topic on campus
in recent years. On Tuesday,
Nov. 7, the Student Government Association (SGA) presented a community forum to
encourage a dialogue on the
drinking culture on campus,
with Assistant Director of Security Jen Sanderson, Montgoris
Assistant Professor of Psychology Allecia Reid, Substance
Use Intervention and Health
Promotion Coordinator Katie
Sawyer, and Michael Decker
’18, an economics major and
a member of the Colby hockey team. SGA Parliamentarian
Maddie Partridge ’18 moderated the event.
The email circulated to the
Colby community stated that
“the goal of this forum is to

identify the major causes of
harmful drinking culture,
brainstorm possible solution,
and clarify any questions that
students have.”
Colby’s drinking culture and
its influence on the social scene
at Colby is discussed constantly
among students, student leaders, faculty and staff, but this
event was sparsely attended by
students, staff and faculty alike,
and crucially lacked a discussion on ways to move forward.
The event was held in Pulver
Pavilion, and was attended by
faculty, staff and students. Partridge moderated most of the
forum, posing questions submitted by individuals ahead of
time. The floor later opened up
to questions from the audience.
The panelists began by pointing
out that they are not interested
in deterring drinking from happening at Colby, they just want it
to be healthier for students.

The first question focused
on medical transports because
of alcohol. Sanderson reported
that in both the fall of 2016 and
so far in the fall of 2017, there
were 16 transports. Fall is generally the part of the year with the
most transports. 16 transports
for a semester is lower than in
past years, but still among the
higher rates in the NESCAC.
Sawyer pointed out that she has
observed the culture of students
feeling like they have to drink in
order to enjoy themselves fading
over the past few years, which is
a positive sign for a less drinking
centered campus culture.
The concept of the “Two Colbys” was also discussed. The
panel described it in the sense
that things that would not be
acceptable during the week are
suddenly tolerated on the weekends. Reid said that as a professor, she feels disconnected from
weekend life on campus, but

believes that this is why more
faculty and staff are being encouraged to live on campus and
engage with students outside the
classroom.
She also pointed out that
through her work studying
drinking on college campuses,
she has found that students qho
engage in more drinking tend
to have lower grades. Sawyer
responded to this topic by commenting that the concept of dual
identities and cultures at Colby
“doesn’t seem like good emotional health.” Jen Sanderson
pointed out that she does not
see this applying to a majority
of the community; it is a “small
portion of the student body behaving badly.” She argued that
not all things that happen on the
weekends are bad, pointing out
that Mary Low Coffee House
has expanded its hours on weekends, and that she loves seeing
students from athletic teams

picking up beer cans and trash
from outside the apartments after students have headed back to
their dorms for the night.
Another area of debate was
the role that athletes play in
drinking culture at Colby. Reid
pointed out that athletes tend
to drink more than the typical
college student, a trend that
begins in high school. The fact
that Colby’s student body is
approximately 33 percent varsity athletes, while many more
students played sports in high
school might help explain why
Colby is often perceived as
having one of the most serious
drinking cultures among liberal arts schools. Decker spoke
on this topic, pointing out that
team culture is shifting, with
coaches and teammates holding each other accountable
to practice safe and healthy
drinking. He said that he has
noticed this change over the

past four years, among teams
and with the hiring of a lot of
new athletic department staff.
Decker also told the audience
that he thinks that the new
policy requiring many teams
to live on campus has had a big
impact on campus culture.
When the questions opened
up to the audience, students asked
questions about the hard alcohol
ban and the administration’s decision to strictly control Colby
traditions surrounding alcohol,
such as Champagne on the Steps,
beer die, and Loudness. Sanderson said that the hard alcohol
ban was a reaction by the Board
of Trustees to a 2008 Champagne
on the Steps that resulted in several students being transported
because of alcohol. She pointed
out that Doghead is allowed to
continue because it encourages
relatively safe drinking habits
with the focus of pacing yourself
to make it to the steps.

Confronting Colby’s barriers Campus Climate Survey offers
Accessibility, from pg. 1
President David A. Greene
referred to Amundsen’s work on
the College’s physical plan in an
email correspondence with the
Echo, noting that renovations to
Grossman, the Osborne House,
and Miller Lawn have been
completed. Moving forward,
the College has committed to
making all future construction
universally accessible.
There was an assessment
of the campus’s accessibility
around a decade ago, according to Amundsen, upon which
some renovations were based.
The dorms on Roberts Row
were all outfitted with elevators and accessible entrances,
for example. This initial study
brought to light the fact that
most of the College was built
in an age when, for the most
part, accessibility was not taken into account.
A later 2015 study looked at
campus issues more through
the scope of universal access,
and thus did not focus solely
on mobility barriers. Using the
budget item that accessibility
carries each year, changes were
implemented that applied to
a range of things, from bathrooms to lighting to pathways.
Specifically for mobility, the
2015 study resulted in the
suggestion of less roadways
on campus to make it more
pedestrian friendly, allowing
only ADA or service vehicles.
As more construction occurs
on certain roadways, Amundsen said the College is working to ensure that the slopes
and grades of those roads are
accessible to all community
members.
An important aspect of
campus renovations is to not
only improve the accessibility
of buildings, but also improve
the accessibility of pathways
to buildings. Amundsen said
that while “we can’t flatten the
campus,” there are creative
ways to deal with incline or
pathway issues. The administration is looking closely at
how students move around
campus to make sure that popular routes are as inclusive as
possible. An example of a renovation based off of this new
approach will be the steps
leading into the new Athletic
Center, which will ensure that
all paths towards the facility
are completely accessible.

Dean of Studies Barbara
Moore is also involved in the
accommodation process at the
College. Moore is responsible
for hiring a Coordinator of
Student Support and Disability
Services, an opening that was
initially posted in May 2017.
Moore said that this position will be focused on broad
experiences affected by an
array of disabilities—visible
or otherwise, temporary or
long-term—and must work
collaboratively with other
groups on campus.
The incoming administrator
will work on both a macro and

“It would not
be easy to
have a normal experience here at
Colby.”
Carolyn Harney’19
Student Tour Guide

micro level, attending to both
systematic changes the College needs to consider, as well
as individual student needs as
they arrive. This requires intense coordination between
the academic, residential, and
facilities branches of the College. The position is full time,
something Moore hopes will
allow the Coordinator to be
strategic and ensure that every student has full access to a
complete Colby experience.
Louis Kraham ’18 was injured during his sophomore
year, resulting in a period requiring the use of crutches.
Kraham was introduced to the
temporary support services
the College currently has in
place, and observed that the
College “has room to improve
with regard to the accessibility of study spaces for disabled
students. I found it very difficult while on crutches to go
study in the libraries.” Alluding to Moore’s work, Kraham
said, “Making these spaces
more accessible would really
[enhance] the experiences of
disabled or temporarily handicapped students.”

Security
Incident
Report
Log

He also alluded to the fact
that some current systems in
place are lackluster. “I found it
quite difficult to navigate campus while on crutches. Security was super helpful driving
me places I needed to go, but
having to call to be able to go
to class in the morning was
frustrating and did sometimes
take longer than I would have
liked,” Kraham said. Despite
the accommodations available,
disability still produces obstacles to a seamless experience
on the Hill.
Harney reiterated Kraham’s
sentiment, “A student in a
wheelchair would have a very
difficult time reaching many
places they need or want to go.
[Major] academic buildings
as well as dorm buildings do
not have elevators or ramps.
It would not be easy to have
a normal experience here at
Colby, and that is something
that needs to change quickly.”
Greene commented to the
Echo regarding the state of
the College’s commitment to
accessibility. “We have been
making progress on the accessibility of our campus and
have considerable work still
needed to be done…We will
always have some challenges
given the topography of our
campus, but we are committed
to improving the accessibility
of our campus in a focused,
systematic way.”
The commitment of the administration to improving accessibility on campus will have
profound effects on future applicants. The College has consistently voiced its aspiration to
create the most diverse possible
applicant pool, and many students note that the topography
of the campus limits some level
of diversity. Harney said, “I absolutely think that the campus
hinders students with physical
disabilities from applying.”
Kraham built on Harney’s
statement, “I think the hilly, icy
terrain on Colby’s campus would
cause a lot of issues for a disabled
student and ultimately really
challenge their ability to successfully and happily complete a Colby degree.”
Harney continued that with
the unprecedented amount of
fundraising occurring on campus through the Dare Northward
campaign, “a lot of us are counting on Colby to recognize and
change [accessibility issues].”

insight into Colby’s culture
Campus Survey, from pg. 1

following factors” on the topics of gender identity, sexual
orientation, race or ethnicity,
religious beliefs, disability, political beliefs, socioeconomic status, mental health issues, sexual
assault, and sexual harassment,
while staff tended to select “totally effective” or “effective.” It is
clear that there is a disconnect
between the staff and the students on management of bias
within these issues across the
Colby community.
Diversity was an issue almost all respondents in the
three groups felt positively
about, with 94 percent strongly agreeing or agreeing that
“[working at] a diverse college
is important to me.” Many of
the questions in the survey
centered on the idea of diver-

sity and inclusion.
Kat Restrepo ’18, a former
SGA Executive Board member
and current Class of 2018 class
co-president, told the Echo that
while she thinks the survey is a
good step for Colby’s administration to take, she has two
main concerns. “First, while
in my four years at Colby there
has certainly been change in
terms of new administrators
and construction on downtown
dorms, not much has changed
culturally, at least with regards
to the broad cultural issues that
it feels like the College loves to
critique but never really does
anything about. Secondly, it
feels at times like the administration has a vision for Colby,
one that they are adamant on
implementing, that is very distant from the student vision.”
Restrepo added, “That all be-

ing said, I hope that the campus
climate survey captures both the
great at Colby but also the ways
in which we need to improve
and that actual change comes
from it that benefits students
and creates a more open, inclusive environment.”
Restrepo believes that “The
survey is an exciting step forward
for Colby, especially in the fact that
all students were able to speak out
on their opinions anonymously.”
The results of this survey will dictate the conversations the Colby
community engages in, and shape
the policy of the administration for
several years. With the new Dare
Northward campaign, this information will be crucial to ensuring
that these initiatives that will be
possible with $750 million are reflective of the actual sentiment of
the student body and employees of
the College.

Date:

Time:

Location:

Comments:

10/28/17

10:11 a.m.

Athletic Center

Medical Call

10/28/17

12:25 p.m.

Athletic Center

Medical Call

10/28/17

2:38 p.m.

West Quad

Theft

10/29/17

1:45 a.m.

Taylor Hall

Harassment

10/29/17

1:00 a.m.

Alfond Apartments

Vandalism

10/29/17

3:14 a.m.

Drummond Hall

Suspicious Activity

10/29/17

4:50 p.m.

Taylor Hall

Theft

10/29/17

5:43 p.m.

Dana Hall

Theft

10/29/17

8:11 p.m.

Dana Hall

Theft

10/30/17

6:45 a.m

Roberts Union

Property Damage
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Waterville deals with late October storm’s aftermath

Courtsey of Meredith Keenan
A tree fell after being struck by lightening during a late October’s
stom near Robert’s Dormatory, endangering the inhabitants within.

BY HANNAH SOUTHWICK
Staff Writer

When strong winds and
driving rain caused widespread power outages and
damage throughout Maine
on Sunday night, the Waterville and Colby community
united to cope with the damages left in the storm’s wake.
Waterville Public Works
Director Mark Turner helped
coordinate the town’s response
to the storm in conjunction
with power companies, police, and fire departments.
“I thought it was very well
handled and coordinated
between the public safety
departments and our department,” Turner said in an interview with the Echo. “I am

very grateful that the folks in
Waterville and our immediate
area made it through everything okay.”
The storm, which was the
result of a cold front generated by tropical storm Philippe,
reached its peak intensity in
Waterville on Sunday night
with heavy rain and wind
gusts up to 39 mph, though its
winds were even more powerful in other parts of Maine.
There were few trees completely uprooted, but multiple
downed branches furthered
hazardous road conditions
and flooding.
“I think the storm caught
everyone by surprise, and I
don’t think people anticipated
the widespread damage that it
was going to cause,” Waterville

Police Chief Joseph Massey
said in an interview with the
Echo. “It was nice weather
when the storm was predicted
and I think that helped give
the impression that it probably would not be severe…but
obviously it has had an impact
across the state.”
In the aftermath of the
storm, Waterville Police
coordinated with other local police departments and
stationed officers around
the City to protect residents
from live downed electrical
wires, respond to alarms,
and assist in rescue operations for citizens requiring
power for medical devices.
Since temperatures were
seasonably warm, their efforts were unrestricted by
the treacherous ice and
snow characteristic of winter storms.
“There are a lot of things for
us to look at and prepare for,”
Massey explained. “It always
comes down to if we have the
resources necessary, and if we
don’t, how do we prioritize
our resources to minimize
jeopardizing anyone’s health
or safety during the storm?”
While damages were
widespread across the state,
the historic nature of the
storm lies in the extensive
power outages it caused.
Approximately 62 percent
of Central Maine Power
(CMP) and Emera Maine
customers were without
power by late Monday afternoon, accounting for outages in nearly 500,000 homes

and businesses statewide.
“No storm in our history
has left us with this many
outages, not even the ice
storm of 1998,” CMP President and CEO Sarah Burns
stated in a press release. “The
good news is while it took
three weeks to restore service following the ice storm,
recovery from this one will
be much, much quicker.”
In order to allow crews to
work later hours and restore
power more quickly, Governor Paul LePage issued a state
of emergency in Maine.
The energy company’s
restoration efforts began
on Monday with restoring power to hospitals,
and they worked throughout the week with the goal
was of restoring power to
most locations by Saturday
night. Maine crews were
assisted by utility companies and contractors from
the Canadian provinces of
New Brunswick and Quebec, and from 14 states as
far away as Florida.
“We want to thank our
many partners in this effort
-- including the Maine Emergency Management Agency,
local EMAs, and countless
other state and local agencies,”
Burns said. “The crews and
support personnel engaged
in this recovery effort…have
also done an outstanding job.”
Local schools were also
impacted by the storm,
and while Waterville and
Winslow Public Schools reopened on Tuesday, the Vas-

salboro Community School
remained closed until Friday due to power outages.
The Kennebec Valley Community College in nearby
Fairfield did not lose power,
but many classes were cancelled on Monday due to
poor road conditions.
While Colby’s on-campus
buildings did not lose power
throughout the storm, the
campus sustained damage
due to fallen trees and tree
limbs. Most tree damage
occurred in wooded areas,
with the exception of a large
spruce tree near Bixler which
broke one window pane and
three storm windows when it
fell into Roberts.
“The wind pattern of the
storm was severe and unusual and not what is usually
encountered on the campus,”
Gus Libby, Director of Operations and Maintenance at Colby, said in an interview with
the Echo. “Cleanup efforts
have been swift and effective.”
With the exception of
some professors cancelling
Monday classes, buildings remained open and the College
continued to run smoothly
throughout the week.
Overall, Colby experienced
significantly lower damages
than other Maine colleges,
including Bowdoin College
in Brunswick, ME, which
lost over 60 trees on campus
and suffered power outages
in campus buildings. University of Maine in Orono, Maine
evacuated 1,500 students
Monday due to power outages

in the residence halls.
While Colby students living on campus were fortunate
to have access to wifi and hot
meals this week, those living
off-campus were greatly impacted by the power outages
in surrounding areas. As a result, Colby offered free meals
throughout the week to offcampus students, along with
faculty and staff and their
families. The athletic department showers were also open
for use by college employees.
Julie Nardi, a Dining Services employee, observed the
impact of the storm from her
station in Foss Dining Hall.
“Faculty, staff, everyone
was pooling in and helping
each other out which was
so beautiful,” Nardi said in
an interview with the Echo.
“The city of Waterville,
Colby, everybody is just
phenomenal and it is always
amazing to see what people
will offer to do.”
Massey also observed the
community’s willingness to
help others throughout the
cleanup efforts.
“My experience in Waterville is that when we do have
a natural disaster, I think you
see the best in people come
out and it really shows that
when there is a need because
of a disaster people do stuff
for it,” observed Massey.
“From individual people, to
the businesses, the schools,
and the colleges, there’s a real
community out there to help
those who have been affected
during one of these storms.”

Show me ME: Meridians Market in Fairfield
BY LOUISA GOLDMAN
Associate Editor

While some Colby students are content to forcefeed themselves watered
down Natty Lights, others
are more concerned with the
taste, quality, and character
of the fermented beverages
they choose to consume. For
the more ‘refined’ students,
Meridians: Wine, Beer, Food
in nearby Fairfield, offers a
wide array of locally sourced
beers, wines, and spirits
designed to please the palate of any picky drinker. In
an email interview with the
Echo, Meridians Co-owner
Josh Sullivan discussed the
store’s offerings.
“We offer unique but accessible wine, beer, and ciders that you won’t find in
any supermarket or even
other comparable businesses in the area,” Sullivan said, naming the store’s
other two owners, David
Gulak and Nate McNab. He
went on to describe the impressive selection available
at the store. “In regards
to wine, a large portion of
what we sell is farmed and
produced by small growers
who often utilize organic,
biodynamic, or at least sustainable practices. We work

hard to cut through much
of the smoke and mirrors
of the wine world to bring
customers honest, handcrafted wines that can be
accessed at just about any
price range. The same goes
for our cider selection.
For beer, we’re always at
the forefront of the everevolving craft beer movement, bringing in very limited, small batch beers from
Maine and beyond.”
Sullivan divulged that Meridians does not “carry Bissell Brothers (the perennial
question) but we carry every
other high-caliber Maine
brewer, and we even drive to
Portland to fetch what can’t
be had up here otherwise.
But, lest one think we only
focus on hoppy beers, we also
have plenty of dark beers, old
world offerings, beers made
by innovative farm-to-bottle
brewers, and just about any
other brew you’d search for.”
What started as an entrepreneurial dream for
farmers Sullivan, Gulak,
and McNab became a reality in 2014, when, according to the shop’s website,
the three men created a
store that provided “central Maine with fine wine,
beer, and foods that deliver not only fantastic tastes

and experiences, but also
stories about land, people, and places.” They now
work together to run Meridians, always keeping in
mind their connection to
nature and dedication to
the state as they evaluate the process through
which products to be sold
in the store are cultivated.
Sullivan explained that
the part of the store with
which he is most thrilled
is the “natural wine movement” among farmers he
works with, and its push
for
“low-inter vention”
wine production.
“Vintners aiming for the
‘natural’ standard often
practice strictly organic
and biodynamic growing
methods, or even more lowintervention practices than
these,” Sullivan said. “They
also use very minimal oak,
sulfites, and other additions
that substantially alter the
character of a wine, and they
often allow for spontaneous
or native-yeast fermentation
to occur. What the customer
buys is then a wine that is
a wholly clean (not simply
in a green-washing sense of
the word) and will have a
character native to the place
and people that produced it.
These wines are lively, juicy,

fun, earthy, and full of life,
and they support a branch
of the wine industry that
seeks to mitigate environmental hazards rather than
add to them.”
In addition to their extensive wine, beer, and
spirit collection, Meridians
also offers a selection of artisanal and locally sourced
foods. More importantly,
explained Sullivan, Meridians hosts frequent tastings. “Show up and drink!”
Sullivan said, describing
the nature of their sampling events. “They’re casual and free of cost. We
typically pour six wines or
so, and sometime beer and
cider as well. The tastings
usually have a theme that
creates some continuity between our offerings, and we
try to educate folks while
we’re drinking and having fun. They run from 4
p.m. to 7 p.m. on different
days of the week, and we
have an e news that folks
can add themselves to if
they wish.” Sullivan added
that tastings usually occur
about three times a month,
and are usually advertised
beforehand on their Facebook and Twitter pages. All
events are ages 21+ and attendees must bring a form

Courtesy of Josh Sullivan
Meridians is Located at 151 Main Street in nearby Fairfield, and offers a wide array of
locally sourced wine, beer, spirits, and food as well as frequent free and public tastings.

of identification.
For the aforementioned
Colby students who are less
concerned with the taste
of alcohol and more concerned with its cerebral effects, Sullivan assured that
Meridians can also cater to
those without appreciation
for the story of a beer. “We
can get kegs! We don’t have
a substantial amount of cold
storage, so we do this on an
order-based system so we
can arrange same or next
day pickups, but we’ll snag
anything a customer wants.
From the finest craft to basic

domestic beer, we can hook
it up.” Sullivan added that
the shop also offers a wide
range of artisanal foods, for
those underage. “For anyone who considers themselves a fan of cheese, we
have the best selection for a
long ways in any direction.
We also have a lot of other
great food items, much of it
produced in Maine.”
Meridians is located at
151 Main Street in Fairfield, and can be contacted
at (207) 238-0254, on their
website, or on their Facebook page.

Pitbulls ordered to be euthanized escape Animal Shelter

Courtesy of The Waterville Humane Society
Lisa Smitch, right, quit her position of Director of the Waterville Area
Humane Society after two dangerous pitbulls mysteriously disapear.

BY ALI NASEER
Local Reporter

Two pitbulls ordered
to be euthanized by the
Maine Supreme Judicial
Court escaped from the
Water ville Area Humane
Society Tuesday, Oct. 31.
The pit bulls, Bentley and
Kole, were condemned by
an Augusta judge after
escaping their fenced in
backyard and attacking
Winslow resident Sharron
Carney near her house last
year. The dogs seriously
injured Carney and killed
her 10 month old Boston
Terrier, Fergie Rose.
The dogs have been kept at
the Waterville Humane Society on Webb Road since the
attack. On Oct. 25, the Maine

Supreme Court upheld the
decision to euthanize the
dogs. Around the same time,
the pit bulls’ owner, Danielle
Jones, was permitted to take
the dogs for a brief walk.
But she returned to the
shelter soon after without
the dogs. “They got away
from me,” Jones told the
Portland Press Herald.
Jones
was
previously
charged with two counts of
keeping a dangerous dog.
Asked by the Portland Press
Herald about the possibility
that Jones intentionally freed
the dogs, Winslow Chief of
Police Shawn O’Leary said
the situation seems “suspicious, to say the least.”
Several of Jones’s neighbors
have been quoted as believing
that Jones was likely involved

in freeing her dogs. Neighbor Chris Rusnov, who knew
Carney, said in an interview
with the Central Maine News
Network that Jones “should
not get away with doing this. I
think she was calculated.”
On
Wednesday,
the
Morning Sentinel attempted
to reach Jones at her residence. While no one answered the door, staff heard
several dogs barking inside.
A woman identified only as
wearing “a black shirt” told
the Morning Sentinel that
she later saw a “pit bull”
walk through the door to
Jones’s house.
In an interview with the
Echo, Waterville Chief of
Police Joseph Massey said
that he had no verification of the Morning Sentinel’s claim that a woman
in a “black shirt” had seen
a pitbull enter Jones’ Winslow house. Nevertheless,
O’Leary went as far as to
call the dogs’ disappearance probably “a coordinated effort,” according to the
Morning Sentinal, suggesting foul play. He threatened
that Winslow police would
take all animal sheltering
needs to Augusta shelters if
the Waterville branch does
not change management.
Massey told the Echo that
the Waterville police department is also investigating Jones’s claim that the
dogs “got away” from her.
Massey noted key differences between the visit
during which the dogs were
able to escape and Jones’s

previous visits. He said
that, per the ongoing police
investigation, Jones previously was permitted to
take one dog at a time, and
only walk and play with
the dog in an “enclosed
area” because she otherwise
“couldn’t handle” them.
However, during the last
visit, Jones was permitted
to take both dogs off site
and walk them simultaneously. Massey said that his
investigation finds that the
dogs were said to have escaped into a “wooded area.”
Former Director of the
Waterville Animal Shelter,
Lisa Smith, stepped down
amidst this controversy.
The Echo asked Waterville
Animal Shelter Interim
Director, Rory Routhier,
about Chief Massey’s account of the incident, and
Smith’s decision to leave
the shelter. Routhier maintained the shelter’s stated
position, that Jones was
able to deceive the shelter
employees to let her take
both dogs off site that day.
Routhier explained that,
“despite what newspapers
are saying, the shelter had
no involvement” in the
escape of the condemned
dogs. She reiterated the
shelter’s mission to “provide a home to animals
that can no longer be
cared for” in their current
living situations.
“We are fully cooperating with local police departments and have had no
contact with Danielle Jones

since the incident. We do
the best for the animals and
the community.”
She further described
that Smith’s resignation
was unrelated to the pitbull incident. “The director [Smith] took the shelter
to the next level,” she said,
adding that Smith simply
felt that now was the right
time to pass the reigns.
Routhier stated that the
shelter would seek a permanent replacement to former director in the coming
months. The Humane Society Board has stated that,
when a new director is chosen, a meeting will be conducted between the director and other shelter staff,
board members, and the police to finalize procedures
for dealing with potentially
dangerous animals.
Tomotaka Cho ’18, who
leads the Colby club Paw
Pals, which takes trips to
the shelter, said that he
had not heard of the pitbulls’ escape. He added,
“the Humane Society is a
great place nearby if you’re
looking to walk some dogs
or hang out with some cats.
The shelter is pretty organized and the staff there are
all great and very helpful.”
Routhier, like Cho, is
optimistic about the situation, and described a past
incident in which a dog
was able to independently
escape its kennel. However, this dog had not been
deemed dangerous and
shelter staff were able to lo-

cate the animal, which was
eventually adopted.
Nevertheless, Massey explained challenges in the
ongoing investigation to
find the dogs and determine if Jones had any involvement in their escape.
“We do not know where
the dogs are. No one saw
the dogs get away from her.
There’s no video surveillance, and there are no other witnesses,” he explained.
“It’s very difficult when you
have little to go on. They
could be anywhere.”
Asked about the potential danger these dogs
pose to the Water ville and
Winslow
communities,
Massey said, “If the dogs
are loose, the dogs are
ver y dangerous. They’ve
killed a dog and seriously
injured the owner of that
dog, and so, have a histor y
of violence.”
He advised that Waterville-Winslow
residents
and Colby students that
come across stray dogs
should “not make contact
with any pit bulls, and get
to a safe place like a car or
a building.” Then, he said,
they should call the Water ville police department
and report what they saw.
Massey confirmed that
the Waterville police have
not yet received any calls
about the dogs, so he assumes that they are possibly being housed away from
the public. As to where
exactly they are—that remains anyone’s best guess.
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Mules are actin’ up: Improv
and Powder & Wig perfor m!
BY ANNABEL MCLAUGHLIN
Staff Writer

Powder and Wig and Colby
Improv are two major performing arts clubs here on campus,
Powder and Wig is Colby’s “all
inclusive, student-run theater
group.” Productions are cast
and directed by Colby students
with various levels of theater
experience, currently led by
President Nora Hill ’18 and
Vice President Kelsey Book
’18. Members spend varying
amounts of time at rehearsals based on their role in the
production, as well as their
personal schedules. Charlotte
Purcell ’19, the Social Chair
of Powder and Wig, addressed
the club’s flexible schedule,
“During a show’s rehearsal period, you could be doing two
hour rehearsals once/twice a
week or five times a week. It all
depends on the intensity of the
show and how long you have to
put it together. Tech week, the
week leading up to the performance, is hectic, and that one
week of the semester is the biggest time commitment.”
Kaylee Pomelow ’19, publicity chair and active member
of the group, also addressed
the club’s flexible schedule.
“The weekly commitment
varies depending on what
type of involvement you’re
looking for. Directing or stage
managing a show involves
running rehearsals four to
five days a week, while tech
positions rely on more independent work with a more
strict commitment during
tech week. Acting commitments depend on the size of
your role; some actors only
have to go to rehearsal once
or twice a week, while others
are called fou to five days a
week. That being said, Powder
and Wig is pretty flexible with
other commitments and club
activities, for example, if you
have other commitments on
specific days of the week, the
stage manager will make sure
that you are not scheduled for
a rehearsal during those days,”

Pomelow explained.
Powder and Wig puts up several shows throughout the year,
both on and off-campus. Previous shows have included The
Chairs, Dead Man’s Cellphone,
and Goodnight Desdemona,
Good Morning Juliet. Pomelow spoke about one of her
favorite of the group’s productions: Stop Kiss. This show revolves around two women who
develop romantic feelings for
one another, and are assaulted
in the street after their first kiss.
“The show itself is so intricate
and the process was creatively
really amazing; the show was
playful, but had some very seriously subject matter and we all
worked to do it justice. It was
a fairly small cast and we all
bounced ideas off each other
really well. I loved the character I was playing and became
very close with the other cast
members through the process.”
This weekend, the group
put on the show Dracula Rides
Again. Purcell directed the
show, and reported, “I thought
this weekend’s show went
great! I’m so proud of my cast
and crew. We did it, guys.”
Pomelow also expressed
her pride in this weekend’s
production. “I thought Dracula Rides Again was really fun
to watch. The cast was incredibly committed energetically,
which kept the production
very engaging. It was also
great to see so many underclassmen and first years involved in the show.”
With such a dynamic and diverse group of actors, rehearsals “tend to be filled with a lot
of laughs.” Purcell explained.
“While figuring out how to
stage scenes, learn lines, and
develop characters, hilarity ensues, even in serious shows.”
“The rehearsal process can
really be a blast,” Pomelow confirmed. “Generally, rehearsals towards the beginning of a
process involve character work
and text exploration, then later
rehearsals move towards setting blocking (where actors
move on stage) and doing full

runs of the show. We try to
keep the rehearsal process really positive and open. The
Powder and Wig Board also assigns a board member to each
show so the cast has a person
to contact in case a concern
during the rehearsal process.”
Pomelow added that, “Something that a lot of people don’t
realize about Powder and Wig
is that literally anyone with any
level of experience can join at
any point in the year. Auditions
are held several times a year,
but even if you miss those for
some reason, we always have
tech positions open.”
Powder and Wig invites
you to stop by their office below Mary Low Coffeehouse or
email them at powderandwig.
board@gmail.com if you are interested in a future production.
Colby Improv is another
popular performing arts club
on campus. At the beginning
of each semester, Colby Improv holds open tryouts for
Colby students. Anywhere
between three and 30 people
try out for the group each
semester, and the group ultimately consists of 10 or 11
members. They meet twice a
week for two hours to practice
potential show ideas, such as
comedy games and long-form
scenes. This year, the group is
led by seniors Riley Meidell
’18 and Maddy Placik ’18.
A physics major and art
minor from the suburbs of
Chicago, Placik joined Improv the fall of her freshman
year here at Colby. Although
she did not have any improv
experience other than shows
at overnight camps, she “always just liked being funny
and making people laugh,”
she explained. “I’ve always
wanted to do improv, so I
said, ‘why not?’”
The group performs publicly three times per semester. Each show runs for about
an hour. Short-form shows,
where the group will play
between five and six comedy
games, are held in Bobby Silverman. Long-form shows,

Staff Writer

Due to the sensitive nature of
the article, surnames have not been
disclosed and first names have
been changed.
Use the term “cuffing season” around Colby students,
and you’ll immediately hear
some strong opinions. On
the one hand, there are students like sophomore Aidan,
a philosophy major and firm
cuffing-season denier who
immediately responded that
“It doesn’t exist,” when asked
about the subject.
On the other, there are those
like Grace ’21 who, when informed of the beginning of cuffing season (Nov. 1, officially),
had a much different outlook,
expressing her excitement.
However, it became clear that
Grace believed cuffing season
was the start of handcuff parties,
an entirely different phenomenon that sees two strangers

handcuffed for the night.
What cuffing season actually
means at Colby is that around
Nov. 1, people begin to couple
off. Whether that means full
relationships, or just becoming
exclusive instead of roaming
the apartments for a new partner every Saturday night, even
some of Colby’s work-hardplay-hardest students start to
settle down.
There are a few explanations
for why this phenomenon occurs. One is the weather. The
adventure of finding new hookups becomes increasingly dark,
cold and snowy, and the ability
to send a text to a reliable friend
or lover or significant other
(however the terms are defined)
starts to sound decidedly comfier than venturing about campus. Erica ’20 believes cuffing
season is real precisely for this
reason. “Colby’s hookup scene is
all about convenience,” she said
“As it gets colder it’s just more
convenient to have someone to
hook up with instead of feeling

like you have to go out to get
that. One of my friends started
hooking up with someone in
her dorm around this time just
because it was easier.”
Alana ’21 explained why she
is optimistic about the coming season’s prospects. “Cuffing
season, whether or not it’s a byproduct of the cold, is ultimately
a good thing because it puts an
end to the negative feelings that
come with undefined hookups.”
She went on to describe these
behaviors, which she admits
to experiencing herself. “That’s
literally what I’m experiencing right now,” she explained,
“I wouldn’t say I’m cuffed per
se, but if I was approached by
someone who is not the guy I
usually hook up with, I would
feel obligated to tell him that I
hooked up with someone else.”
Nevertheless, Alana believes
that “it’s really important that
people have conversations upfront about what they want to
get out of the hookup. There’s
just a real lack of common

Maddy Placik‘18

BY SARAH WARNER
Staff Writer

Courtsey of Peter Brown
Powder and Wig, Colby’s student-run theater group, presented their Fall
production of “Dracula Rides Again” this past weekend from Nov. 3 to Nov. 4.

where the group carries out
one or two scenes, are held
in Bixler Auditorium. Placik
explained that she prefers the
short-form shows, but also
finds the long-form shows
very fulfilling. “Bobby Silverman is always so packed, and
you can just feel the energy
of everyone in there which
is fun. The long-form shows
I think are kind of more rewarding because they’re harder to do than than short form.”
Placik also commented that
the energy during performances often fuels the actors’
adrenaline levels to the point
where they do not necessarily remember the show once it
has finished, “I feel like I try
and forget about the shows
after they happen. Not on
purpose, but there’s so much
going on and so much adren-

aline that you just forget. It’s
fun. It’s scary, for sure. It’s rewarding though.”
Placik also spoke about the
camaraderie between group
members. They usually eat
dinner together after every
rehearsal, taking an opportunity to get to know each
other better outside of the
practice setting. “My favorite memories have just been
hanging out with everyone in
Improv and getting to know
everyone. It’s a cool group of
people, and we’re all friends
with different people, so
it’s nice to get to know each
other. Last year, five seniors
graduated and they were all
like my big brothers.”
The group’s next show,
which will be long-form, will
be held in Bixler Auditorium
on Sunday, Nov. 17.

courtesy among students here.
The way it usually goes, the girl
has the power to decide if she
will go home with a guy. But
then, it’s up to the guy to decide if he will ever talk to the
girl again.”
Another reason for the rise of
cuffing season is much simpler:
time. After a full two months on
campus, the novelty of drunken
hookups may start to fade for
some students. Freshmen new
to campus party culture begin
to calm down; new, budding
friendships and relationships
have had time to settle in.
But there are still those who
believe cuffing season is a concept based only vaguely in
reality, created by the (small)
population of Colby students in
committed relationships.
“Hookup culture dominates,”
Aidan adds, “Dating is either a
freshman fling, juniors and seniors who go to real restaurants
and bars, and long distance
relationships.” When asked if
there are looser definitions of

relationships on campus, Aidan
continues, “A lot of people hook
up on a regular basis but don’t
like to define their relationship.
That’s the main way.”
Whether or not a drunken
interaction later develops into
a consistent hookup, there is
always the ever-awkward possibility of sober confrontation.
On Colby’s small campus,
such a possibility is almost always fulfilled. “After a hookup,
you’re satisfied sexually, but
whether or not you will ever
speak again...well, there is never really a consensus” Alana
said. Hopefully, she added, the
beginning of cuffing season
will lessen the number of confused looks and stressed smiles
plastered on students’ faces after the weekend. Or, of course,
everyone could continue staring blankly at the floor while
rapidly shoveling down their
food to avoid catching the eye
of a former hookup. How else
will Dana clear out quickly on
Sunday mornings?

Colby’s Chronic Illness Support Group lobbies administration
BY JAMES BURNETT
Staff Writer

In the last few weeks, students in Colby’s Chronic Illness Support Group have
actively lobbied the administration to increase resources
and accessibility for disabled
students. Members of the
group met with Director of the
Pugh Center Dwayne D. Paul,
the Associate Dean of Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Betty
Sasaki, Dean of the College
Karlene Burrell-McRae, and
the General Manager of Dining Services Marietta Lamarre
to discuss issues surrounding Colby’s lack of disability
services and the need for improved accommodation.
One of the group’s goals is
to make food on campus more
accessible for students with
special dietary needs. Member
of the Chronic Illness Support
Group Adrienne Tracy ’20 explains that she wants the dining
halls to be “more accommodating for students with dietary
restrictions because sometimes
the options are really limiting.”
Another member of the
group, Emma Balkin ’20, added that “when the school shuts
down the dining halls to get
people to go to events like the
campaign launch, they usu-

ally have very limited menus.
Sometimes it means people
with dietary restrictions have to
go and buy our own food elsewhere or go hungry that night.”
Balkin also recalled attending
a dorm event where she was
unable to eat since none of the
pizza ordered was gluten free.
For her, things like that mean
“you sometimes have to push
yourself to be included. People
don’t think about the needs of
people who can’t eat what everybody else is eating.”
The biggest goal the group
hopes to accomplish is to reform
the accommodation request process for academics and housing.
Balkin explains that “it is very difficult to get accommodations in
a way where it doesn’t cause you
more stress.” The students mentioned the sources they believe are
causing issues with the accommodation process, including the
nature of overworked and occasionally unhelpful faculty members responsible for accommodation oversight. Furthermore,
members of the group explained
that these processes are highly
decentralized and therefore arduous; for example, students who
document their illness with housing for housing accommodations
must complete an entirely separate process to document their
illness with an advising dean for

academic accommodations.
Members of the support group
emphasized how important academic accommodations are to
them. Without official accommodations, students must talk directly with professors to address their
personal needs. Balkin explained
that “there’s a default towards disbelieving. I’ve had some professors who are amazing and who
totally understand. On the other
hand, you get professors who just
look at you weirdly. And then
there’s this expectation that you
explain your symptoms to them
and that can be quite embarrassing.” Balkin further described
how “a lot of professors see the
symptom of fatigue and think ‘oh
how do we know that’s real and
not just laziness?’”
Camille Owsley ’19 added
that requesting accommodations
directly from a professor can be
particularly difficult if you do not
have a label for your diagnosis.
She explains that once you tell
your professor about your illness
“your identity becomes your illness. That’s what people see when
they look at you. You’re no longer
a person, you’re an illness.”
When their professors do
grant them their accommodation requests, member of the
support group Eileen Hopf ’19
said “that just makes it so amazing because you know that you

with a
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are allowed to put yourself first
and not have your academics
suffer because of that.” Unfortunately, too many students
with chronic illnesses at Colby
are denied the opportunity to
put themselves first since the
accommodation process is too
confusing, difficult, and arduous. Hopf neatly sums up the
issue: “They made the system
hard so that people don’t take
advantage of the system. But
they made it so hard that no
one can even use the system.”
In addition to working with
the group on accomplishing their
goals, Tracy is currently trying to
work with several deans and the
health center to get a system put
in place for students with refrigerated medicine. She is pursuing this reform due to the lack
of instruction available to her at
the beginning of the school year
when she attempted to pick up
her refrigerated medication on
campus. Even recently, Tracy explained that a package containing
her medicine was shipped to Eustis and left unrefrigerated, ruining
the contents.
She told the Echo that “it’s really
expensive medication that I can’t
really afford to lose it.” When she
spoke with the Eustis manager,
Tracy discovered the mail center simply does not have enough
resources to purchase another

fridge for students with medicines
that need refrigeration. Tracy explained that she is “trying to make
it so that other people don’t have
to go through that.”
Tracy believes that the biggest issue on campus regarding students with chronic illnesses is that “we don’t really
have support here at Colby.
Every single person who
comes onto this campus with
a chronic illness or disability
has to start from square one.
When you come in as a freshman, there’s absolutely no
resources. You have to walk
into the health center and say
‘okay, what do I do?’”
The members of the support
group also mentioned the importance of changing campus culture regarding disabled students.
Balkin explained that “I think
people need to be educated. We’re
looking for people to believe us
whether in the dining hall or
classroom. The only support system that exists on campus is the
Chronic Illness Support Group
and it was only created by students last semester.”
For Owsley, dealing with
chronic illness is “a battle
every time. You have to do
your extracurriculars, your
academics, but this whole time
you have an entire extra course
load of just trying to survive.”

Senior year is an equally
exciting and terrifying timefaced with the responsibility
of finding a job or applying to
grad school, as well as with
the prospect of leaving many
of their closest friends behind,
it’s easy for seniors to feel overwhelmed. Like many other
members of the Class of 2018,
Maddy Placik is juggling these
duties while still trying to enjoy her last year at Colby. The
Echo sat down for a meal with
her to chat about everything
and anything, from her favorite
memories at Colby to her plans
post-graduation.
Echo (E): You chose to eat at
Bob’s. Why?
Placik (P): I really like Bob’s,
I come here a lot. It has a lot
of vegetables which is great
for me because I really like
vegetables, and there’s always
a good protein option. I like
Foss too, but it’s kind of a trek
to get over there.
E: And what are you eating?
P: I got a salad! Like I said, I
like vegetables.
E: So, Maddy, you’re the
leader of the improv Club-how did you get into that?
P: Well, I knew I always
wanted to try Improv because
I like making people laugh, so
freshman year I decided to go
to tryouts and it was the scariest thing I’ve ever done. I didn’t
think it went well but I got a
callback. I almost didn’t go to
it because I was so nervous, but
obviously, I decided to go and
got on the team. It was one of
the best decisions I’ve made
at Colby because I’ve met so
many great people through it.
E: What’s one of your favorite memories from improv?
P: Probably the two times we
went on a retreat to my friends
house in New Hampshire. I
think those times are my favorite because it’s nice to bond
with the group without worrying about a show or anything
and just hang out. It’s especially
cool because everyone on improv is so different and then we
all just come together and have
a great time.
E: What else are you involved in on campus?
P: Well, there’s a lot of things
I had to stop doing because
of my workload this semester, but I used to do graphic
design work in the Communications office, designing brochures and pamphlets
and stuff. That was really fun.
I was also a tour guide last
year, which was so rewarding
because I got to meet a bunch
of families and tell them about
how much I like Colby. This
year, I’m a Physics TA, and I
always want more people to
be interested in Physics so I
love being a TA.
E: So then is graphic design
something you’re really passionate about?
P: It is. I got into graphic design in highschool because I
was on my school newspaper. I
did a bunch of the infographics
for the paper and I just kind of
stuck with it. I do a lot of random graphic design projects
for my friends or just for fun.
E: What kinds of projects?
P: Well, I actually created
one of the Colby Snapchat
filters as well as one of the
Waterville filters, and I really
enjoyed designing those.
E: That’s really impressive.
Is this something you want to
continue doing in the future?
P: Well, I know I definitely
want to do something creative. My goal right now is
to apply to Columbia for the
dual degree engineering program and study software engineering, and be a software engineer for a fashion magazine
like Vogue, that’s the dream.
E: And how do you feel
about graduating this year?
P: I’m definitely gonna miss
the community. Colby is a super special place because everyone is so friendly. I always
run into people I know and
people are always smiling and
talking with each other. My
plan right now after graduation is to move to New York,
which is definitely a very different atmosphere, so I’m feeling pretty nervous about that.
It’s gonna be like being a freshman all over again, and that’s a
scary thought.
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Hoppy-ness found at Bigelow Brewery
B Y P EG S CHREINER
Co-Editor in Chief

Courtesy of Peg Schreiner
Bigelow Brewing Company offers a tasting flight of five different beers to allow brewery goers to sample all they have to offer.

Courtesy of Peg Schreiner
The quaint exterior of the brewery welcomes visitors at the end of a winding cobblestone path, pictured above.

Courtesy of Peg Schreiner
Other than the beer, Bigelow Brewing Company serves up delicious handcrafted pizzas striahgt from the wood-fired pizza oven.

Tucked away on a scenic road 20 minutes from
Mayflower Hill is an oasis
of comfort and culture.
Walking down the cobblestonecobble stone path towards the entrance to the
Bigelow Brewing Company, one is hard pressed not
to notice the all of the stylistic details surrounding
what appears to be a classic Maine barn. A statue of
stacked kegs on one side of
the path is juxtaposed with
a wire rendering of a moose
on the other, both complemented by the jaw-dropping view of rolling hills
on the horizon. The most
captivating detail of all
before entering the brewery, however, is the smell.
Adjacent to the near side
of the building is a woodfired pizza oven, protected
only by a wooden canopy
covered in gleaming string
lights. Though subtle, the
oven pops out what must
be some of the tastiest
and most unique pizzas in
Central Maine.
The warm atmosphere
continues inside the wood
paneled tasting room. Patrons are made to order
their beers, which come
in flights, regular glasses,
or growlers, at an enthusiastically staffed counter.
Drinks can then be taken
to an array of high top
tables or long, communal
picnic tables.
The brewery currently
has nine craft beers on tap:
Hop Yard Harvest Ale, Lying Bastard Pale Ale, Dementia Dog Double IPA,
Bigelow Brown Ale, Jailbreak Chocolate Chile
Stout, summer seasonal
Avery Peak 4088 Summer
Wheat Ale, fall seasonal
Witch’s Tit Pumpkin Ale,

Bye-Bye Birdie: Taxidermy Talk at the Museum
BY CHARLOTTE MARRATTA
A&E Reporter

“If you want to learn
about dead birds, you’re in
the right place,” said artist,
field biologist, and taxidermist, Jordan Chalfont. On
Thursday, November 2nd
in the Mirken Education
Center, Chalfont alongside
Lunder Curator for Whistler
Studies, Justin McCann, led
“Franken-Bird: A Taxidermy
Talk and Demonstration,”
which combined both a discussion of the Bird Watching:
Audobon and Ornithology in
Early America exhibit currently featured in the Colby
Museum of Art and the dying art of taxidermy.
Kicking off the talk, McCann discussed Audobon’s
role and process as a “reanimator” in his ability to bring birds
back to life through his artistic representations. The life of
John James Audobon (17851851) was characterized by his
deep connection with nature
and desire to capture the life
and beauty of birds, for both
artistic and scientific purposes, in his paintings. Audobon’s
relationship with nature, according to McCann, was twofold. “He didn’t just want to
paint from nature, he wanted
to capture it alive and moving,
which is a real challenge for
an artist in a pre-photography
era,” said McCann. In an effort
to achieve this goal, Audobon
killed a bird and stuffed it with
straw so that he could paint it.
Unhappy with this first effort
due to its static profile, Audobon tried to create a puppet
by applying strings to the bird
in order to manipulate it in a
life-like manner. However, Audobon was left disappointed.
In around the year 1805, Audobon finally achieved his goal

by killing a kingfisher, filling it
with wire, and fixing it upon
a board using wire and pins.
“He had finally took a dead
bird and made it look alive
so that he could draw it and
paint it in real life. Using visual
memory and the thing that
he had created, Audobon was
able to match his observations
with his artistic representation,” said McCann. Audobon
published his illustrations in
The Birds of America, pages
of which are on display in the
Colby Museum of Art.
Driven by a strong desire
to reanimate life, hunting, art,
and science, were fluid processes for Audobon, a part of
a larger artistic process, fueled
by a love for birds. Through
his illustrations, Audobon effectively brought nature to a
larger group of people. “The
goals of a taxidermist are very
similar to those of Audobon’s,”
Chalfont began the second
half of the discussion. “I’ve always been obsessed with birds
and nature. It’s kind of morbid
but there is also something really beautiful about taking a
dead bird and giving it a second life.”
The difference between
good and bad taxidermy,
Chalfont explained, is how
many hours the taxidermist
has logged watching the bird.
Taxidermy is both artistic and
scientific, you have to study
the nuances of a bird’s movements and postures, you have
to understand the bird inside
and out, in order to capture
its life after death. Chalfont
worked on Great Duck Island
on a bird migration study,
studying songbirds on the
coast of Maine. As a taxidermist, Chalfont’s process is the
reverse of Audobon’s. “I took
a lot of cool photographs and
did the illustrations first and

and a collaboration beer
with Noctem Artisans Basseurs (located in Quebec
City), La Saison Du Labrador. All beers are made
with malts produced in
Maine, and grains, fruits
and vegetables for the restaurant are also sourced
from local farmers.
The Echo’s tasting consisted of a flight of five,
four ounce brews: Lying
Bastard Pale Ale, Witch’s
Tit Pumpkin Ale, Avery
Peal 4088 Summer Wheat
Ale, La Saison Du Labrador,

The strong degree of thought
that is cleary put
into the brewery’s atmosphere
makes sense
given Bigelow’s
philosophy
that “beer can
and should be
about a place”
and the Jailbreak Chocolate
Chili Stout ($8.75).
A favorite of the Echo’s
was the Lying Bastard Pale
Ale. The English inspired
ale was developed by Bigelow as an introduction
into the craft beer line “for
those who do not care for
the extreme bitterness of
hops,” according to the info
card. It indeed provides
some notes of hops that
help a taster transition into
the more distinct beers,
but the ale was incredibly
smooth and provided a

nice counter to some of the
stronger beers of the flight.
The stout (7.8 percent
ABV) was an adventurous choice for the group
members, none of whom
have a particular affinity
for dark beers. While the
strong flavor might appeal
to some aficionados, it did
not entice this group. Similarly, one taster noted that
the Labrador harbored a
strange earthy aftertaste
that took away from its initial smooth impression.
The Echo supplemented
the brews with a spanakopita-inspired pizza from
the wood-fired oven and an
appetizer of fresh herb and
cheese breadsticks. Both
dishes had unexpected, but
much appreciated, flavors.
Live music is typical on
weekends at the brewery,
which is only open until 8 p.m. on Friday and
Saturday nights. Dan Stevens from Old Lyme, CT
entertained the crowd on
Friday night with relaxing and jovial tunes that
perfectly fit the brewery’s
overall ambiance.
The strong degree of
thought that is clearly put
into the brewery’s atmosphere makes sense given
Bigelow’s philosophy that
“beer can and should be
about a place,” according to its Facebook page.
“We strive to make beer
from our community, using local ingredients to
feel a sense of ownership
of where we live. We are
committed to our local
community and hope it
influences our customers to expect that from
their beer.” Members of
the Colby community can
likewise benefit from taking a short trip to Bigelow,
where they will surely appreciate all that Maine has
to offer.

Pen to Paper: Found guilty,
on account of being a Female
BY JACKIE BROKAW

Contributing Writer

She only speaks in subtle tones
as not to disturb the rest-her voice goes unaccounted for, dear
sister,
speak when spoken to-- that is, in
docile address.
The courtroom is a place of men
and intelligent ones at that
but please, if you may let her interject
I assure you, her insight is much
deeper than her sex.
Her silhouette spouts banter
the conversations lack, until someone
points to something

Courtesy of Nina Oleynik

Bird Watching features a sketch your own bird activity, allowing
museum-goers to add their own artistic talent to the exhibit.

then used those to create the
taxidermy mount,” she said.
Chalfont gathers as much information as she can about the
life of a given bird in order to
best reflect it in a mount or
study skin.
With the projection of
graphic images of cut open,
dead, bloody birds, Chalfont
described the process of creating study skins and mounts,
like that of the great horned
owl lying on the table. The
process begins by stripping the
dead bird of all biological material to prevent deterioration.
Borax is used for preservation
and sprinkled inside the bird.
Using wire and string, a metal
frame is sculpted as the bird’s
body and stuffed with excelsior. It is both a scientific and

artistic process. “I didn’t want
to choose between art and science and found that taxidermy
is the perfect marriage of those
two things,” said Chalfont.
Hours of scientific observation
and intense attention to detail
make the artistic production
of a bird accurate and realistic.
With her love of birds,
Chalfont fears the deterioration of taxidermy. She urges
the importance of being able
to create life-like mounts and
study skins due to the tremendous amount one can
learn from their study. With
an emphasis on the restoration of life, both Chalfont and
Audobon find a unique form
of beauty within the scientific
and artistic study and representation of birds.

of substance, of meaning, or something near her neck.
She speaks in her saunter, the coolness of her dress,
until someone else speaks for her
the body says the rest.

Have a piece of fiction, nonfiction, or poetry you want published in our newspaper? Submit
to Pen to Paper by e-mailing
nkoleyni@colby.edu wcwalkey@
colby.edu or mkschrei@colby.edu
and get in next week’s issue of
The Echo.
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The administration’s refusal for dialogue on campus issues and Dare Northward
Northward, From pg. 1
But why exactly should I be
so grateful or feel so lucky?
While I am excited to be a
part of a trending school, I
will not reap the benefits of
any initiatives currently being announced while I attend Colby, and most people
currently on campus will not
either. Am I supposed to be
so excited that “no liberal
arts school has ever asked for
this much money before,” as
a friend of mine put it? Why
should I, especially considering I will be asked to pay into
it from the moment I leave?
Why should I be excited
for a campaign when the
price for my education has
gone up every year? Should
I be excited about DavisConnects when its creation,
while fantastic for our futures, hurts student’s present situation by taking away
a nice dormitory and cramming us into forced triples
in damaged dorms? Why
would I post an Instagram
picture about downtown revitalization when no stores
have entered vacant spaces
(supposed to come summer
2017) and the boutique hotel
remains nonexistent? Should
I be happy that, in my interview with Vice President
of Planning Daniel Lugo, he

mentioned how the College
gained monetary “breathing
room” when 50 extra students were accidentally admitted? Who gained breathing room? Certainly not the
students in classrooms nearly at capacity and scheduled
tightly every day.
Yet Colby expects students
to be excited, and has been
vocally upset that there is a
lack of student support for
the new campaign. While
I am in no way upset that
this campaign is occurring,
I am mostly apathetic about
it. The bulk of the excitement from students is either
sarcastic or faked for administration members, who
are clearly nervous. Some
evidence of this is their constant questioning of Phonathon members and student
development office workers,
who repeatedly report that
they are emphatically asked,
“are students excited about
Dare Northward?”
This insecurity and abrasiveness towards merited
student and faculty criticism
continues with their treatment of the Echo. Three recent interviews have been
recorded by the administration, for seemingly no reason
other than to have their own
take on any criticism or mistake we may or may not pub-

lish. Our interview questions
had to be sent to and approved by our interviewees
beforehand. Our own advisor is married to the director
of communications, which
is an obvious conflict of interest. Moreover, inquiries
to administration members
about potentially interesting
articles have been met with
responses from the communications department, as if
they are trying to censor actual dialogue.
This controlling nature
extends beyond the Echo
and into actual student dialogue. The Civil Discourse,
once a valuable forum for
student and faculty dialogue on campus, has been
replaced by the confusing
and unnecessary application ColbyNow. Members of
administration may wonder
why students are not receptive to “new technologies to
improve the community,”
and yet I wonder why the
administration was not receptive to effective dialogue.
Was it too hard to control?
More than 50 percent of
faculty, staff, and students
here answered “disagree” or
“strongly disagree” to the
statement “I feel that if I offered feedback it would influence decisions at Colby”
on the first ever campus

climate survey released on
Nov. 2.
These survey answers are
indicative of the fact that the
College needs more dialogue
between students, and not in
forums the administration
forces on people or approves

Why should
I be excited
for a campaign when
the price for
my education
has gone up
every year?
beforehand. The surprise the
administration shows towards the lack of excitement
for Dare Northward shows
an ignorance towards students’ needs in the present,
as well as a clear miscommunication between students
and the administration.
Another example of this
was the launch of Dare
Northward, where a lavish
celebration in Castonguay

Square overshadowed a celebration on campus “open to
all students.” Only a few students received an invitation
to the downtown festivities,
yet all students knew it was
occurring due to rampant
publicity on campus. Why
would we want to attend a
lesser one, which was a failure and not attended well?
What went into choosing
which students were able
to attend the more lavish
event? Why are so many
intellectual events, such as
the Lovejoy Convocation, so
poorly attended by students
and why are they the only
ones who take the blame? It
is certainly partially a fault
of the students, who should
be expected to challenge
and improve themselves by
seeking out and attending
events that interest them intellectually, but often do not.
However, a continuous trend
of low attendance also demonstrates poor planning, advertising, and attention to
student interests.
Which brings me back to
Dare Northward, where the
administration has truly remained oblivious to student
mentality. It is routinely
shoved in student’s faces
how much the College will
change with complete disregard for the present and what

the College should focus on
for current students, which is
providing an intellectual environment for student learning, dialogue, and relationships. The school should not
be forcing Dare Northward
down our throats, especially
when it will never even fully
apply to us. It should not be
pretending like the campaign
is something we are motivated to root for, post on Instagram about, or cheer on. The
cost of our education is only
going up, and despite necessary fundraising, it will go
up, but for how long? At the
very least, we should be able
to question the campaign.
These are critiques the administration should be welcoming, and considering as
it forcefully changes a College many are already happy
with and gentrifies a downtown many people want to
remain isolated from. $750
million dollars, a new arts
center, and a new athletic
center is fantastic. I am so
grateful to be at a school
headed in a global and influential direction, but the
College should be open to
conversation against changes
being made, and unsurprised
when students are unreceptive when they do not take us
into account. Right now, it is
doing the opposite.

How to get away with addressing social issues
By Camilla di Galoma
Contributing Writer

In early October, How
To Get Away With Murder, another one of Shonda
Rhimes’s brilliant series,
aired the second episode
of Season Four titled “I’m
Not Her.” The episode exemplifies a multifaceted
approach to addressing an
array of social issues such
as mass incarceration and
police brutality. In the episode the main character,
a high-profile AfricanAmerican lawyer named
Annalise Keating, takes
on a case defending a former cellmate, Jasmine Bromelle, who helped protect
Keating when she served
jail time for a wrongful
murder conviction.
Bromelle is being tried
for the possession of a
firearm and solicitation of
a police officer, which angers Keating because she
views Bromelle’s offering
of sex to the policeman as
her own fault. Bromelle
shuts Keating down, tell-

ing her that sexually accosting a police officer
usually frees her from arrest, exposing the harsh reality that policemen often
abuse their power and take
sexual advantage of lowincome, women of color
(the episode recalls the
case of Daniel Holtzclaw,
the ex-Oklahoma City police officer that serially
raped black women).
Bromelle becomes infuriated with Keating’s accusations of her culpability, revealing the stark difference
in these two women of color’s experiences. Bromelle
says, “You wanna save me?
Go back to when I was 13
and my daddy sold my ass
to a crew for a couple of
bags of smack. You know
what they do to the new
girl? Strip you naked and
take turns…because then
you are so broken, they can
work you full time - in vans
and basements. And the
only way to get through it is
to shoot up and get numb…
So you plead out and you
do your time only to get

back out, sell your body
again for more drugs, get
arrested again...until you
have spent your whole life
in a cell.”
Bromelle uncovers that
her life has been riddled
with sexual abuse and
drug addiction, since her
own father sold her into
sex trafficking. As the two
women of color stand faceto-face, Keating’s privilege
is made apparent. When
Keating later talks to her
therapist about the case, he
tries to draw a comparison
between their experiences,
and Keating responds with
the episode’s title, “I’m Not
Her.” She continues, “Horrible things happened to
me as a child, but I had
a mother who loved me,
teachers who told me I was
smart and I could go to college and I believed them.”
This statement dismantles the idea of a homogenous experience in Black
America, and underscores
the importance of addressing intersectionality:
to dispel myths that arise

We’re Hiring! the Echo is currently
looking for a News Reporter capable
of writing one investigative story per
week. E-mail wcwalkey@colby.edu
with expressed interest along with a resumé and writing sample.
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from the juxtaposition of
successful black men and
women to ones who spend
their entire lives in an out
of the prison system.
After Keating meets with
Bromelle, she returns to the
courtroom ready to question the judge that convicted Bromelle of prostitution
charges at the age of 13,
instead of recognizing that
she was a victim of sex trafficking. The judge, acting
as a witness to that case in
1968, answers, “The whole
concept of sex trafficking
is relatively new. In my day,
you book for solicitation
and let them do the time.”
Keating defiantly rejects
his ignorance saying, “and
in your day, did you actually believe that a 13-year-old
child was making the choice
to have sex with grown men
for money,” and then presents to him numerous cases
in 1968 for under-age solicitation in which he sent
every girl to rehabilitation.
After the judge anxiously
tries to assure Keating that
every case is different, Ke-

ating confronts the reality of the situation: all the
other girls were white and
Bromelle is black. Keating not only dislodges the
judge’s argument that ignorance is bliss, but also
unveils a history of racialized convictions that have
and continue to subjugate
black and brown bodies in
the prison system. Keating
highlights the crippling injustice of the legal system
for many oppressed groups:
“because that’s what we do
to black people, women and
gay people in this world, we
turn a blind eye and we tell
them that their lives don’t
matter, but they do matter.
Jasmine Bromelle matters.”
This language reinforces
that the Black Lives Matter movement stems from
deep historical trauma that
is vital to understanding
the movement. The judge
of this case, a white man,
deeply considers Keating’s
points about the historical significance of this case
better concluding, “Miss
Bromelle, this courtroom

owes you an apology. The
law was in the wrong when
it treated you like a criminal
instead of a victim…the best
I can do is seal your prior
convictions…it’s as much as
a fresh start as the law will
allow, the one you should’ve
been given in 1968.”
This poignant scene seeks
to make amends for years of
oppression, and underscores
the role that the oppressor can play in attempting
to make right a history of
injustice. The judge’s statement reveals that although
this does not make up for a
brutal history of slavery and
Jim Crow, it does help one
woman, and combats the
legal system head on while
simultaneously using itto
offer reparation.
Soon after Bromelle is
freed from jail, Keating
is called to the morgue to
identify Bromelle’s body
with track marks up her
arm. This disturbing ending is a stark reminder that
often the ingrained injustice is not as escapable as
we may think.

Have a burning opinion
regarding Colby’s campus or a national issue?
E-mail Op-Ed pieces to
nkoleyni@colby.edu
Damon’s Discount
Beverages

(formerly known as Joka’s)
We now have the largest selection of
domestic and imported beers in Central
Maine
Open Sun.-Wed. until 9 p.m.,
Thurs. until 10 p.m.,
Fri. & Sat. until Midnight
Located at 52 Front
Street, Waterville,
ME, 04901

207-873-6228
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Men’s hockey takes the ice in annual preseason tradition
By Kevin Ahn

Sports Reporter
As the fall sports season begins
to wind down and the weather gets
colder, the winter teams are gearing
up for an exciting season. One team
in particular, however, gets back to
practice as soon as possible so they
can be as prepared as possible for
their opening game. After a very
successful season last year, the men’s
hockey team is looking to take the
team to new heights this year. On
most nights at midnight, Colby
students are winding down their
studying, or maybe heading back
from the apartments on a weekend.
But every year at exactly 12 a.m. on
Nov. 1, the men’s ice hockey team
has a different plan. Instead of heading home for the night, they are
stepping onto the ice for their first
official practice of the year, known
as Midnight Madness. As the first
time the whole team practices together, this is always a special moment for the hockey team. In an interview with the Echo at the end of
last season, Coach Blaise MacDonald noted how Midnight Madness
is always one of his favorite parts of
the season, as it really signifies the

team coming together for the first
time. Forward Kienan Scott ’20,
who led the first-years in goals last
year, said that “Midnight Madness
is a great tradition we all love. It gets
all the guys really excited about the
season and it’s a great first skate before the real work starts.”
Last season, the Mules ended
up 11-4-3 in conference play and
13-7-4 in overall play. Colby took
second place in conference last year,
but was tied for the same number of
wins as Hamilton (11-3-4), only losing first place by having one more
loss. Unfortunately, their season
ended during the playoffs in a close
game against Wesleyan that ended
5-4. Though the Mules did not win,
the game itself was a testament to
the popularity the team has gained,
as their final game had over 1000
fans in attendance.
Last year, the team graduated
eight seniors, a considerable number to lose in ice hockey. Thankfully, the team is filled with extremely
talented underclassmen that will
continue to grow and be impactful players on the ice. One large
contributor to the success of the
team comes from their spectacular
goalies. In the Echo interview with

MacDonald, he stressed how nice
it is that no matter who Colby has
in net, they are more than confident
in their ability to keep the puck out
of the net. Scott also commented on
the team this year, noting that “[the]
team is really talented this year and
we’ll be fun to watch. We expect
to win a lot of games and
we’re going to do everything
we can to bring Colby another NESCAC championship.”
Looking forward to this season,
the men will open up their season
away against Middlebury on Nov.
18 at 7 p.m. Middlebury hockey
struggled last year, winning only
three games all season (3-15-0) and
losing both of their games to Colby.
Of the upcoming season and game,
sophomore goaltender Andrew
Tucci ’20 stated, “We have really
high expectations for our season,
especially after being successful in
our regular season last year. We’re
looking to get a good string of practices together before our first weekend but we are already confident in
our ability to succeed. We’re looking
to have a good opening weekend
and then build upon that.” No matter the results of their first game, the
Mules will have to be ready to go

the very next day as they take on
the Williams Ephs on Nov. 19. Williams had a strong team last year,
ending their season with a record of

10-5-3. In their two meetings with
Colby, the first ended with Colby
handily winning 4-1 while the second game ended as a 3-3 tie. Colby

men’s hockey will have their first
home game of the year on Saturday
Nov. 25 against University of massachusetts Boston.

Courtesy of Colby Athletics
The Colby men’s hockey team prepares for each season by taking the ice the minute NESCAC regulations allow them.
Perhpas this tradition will prove to make a difference as the Mules look to improve on last season’s13-7-4 overall record.

Forum

Weird questions with the late night Echo staff
Echo: Late night spa order?
Read: Chicken tenders.

R: Rose quartz (no hesitation)
E: Raper name?
R: Rill the Thrill

E: Visit which planet?
R: Uranus.

E: Reason to be famous?
R: Sining/acting/U.S. president.

E: Favorite cheese?
R: Brie

Merrill Read
Echo: What is your favorite
part of Rugby?
Ladner: Everything.
E: Favorite campus spot?
L: Everywhere.
E: Favorite Ice Cream
L: Abstain.

E: Name for your daughter?
R: Adele, my middle name.

E: What rock are you?

E:Where would you have gone
to college if you didn’t go to
Colby?
L: Green Dale Community Col
lege.

E: Essential article of clothing?
R: Unicorn slippers.

Echo: What drug are you?
Bullock: A rotten edible.
E: What group would you want
to join on campus?
B: Star of Power and Wig.
E: Favortie cup?
B: Latte gourd.

E: Favorite tree type?
L: Birch, it’s my brother’s name.

E: Who is your personal image
of God?
L: Nina is Him.

E: Favorite swear word?
L: *@$#%
E: What would you name a lake
if you owned one?
L: Lily.

E: Dye your hair rainbow color?
L: Pink.

E:What is your spirit animal?
L: Pass.

Echo: Spirit Animal?
Rabins: A kangaroo so I could
put snacks in my pouch.

Sabrina Rabins

Lily Lake

Echo: Croquet or Bocce?
Lake: Croquet, just a feeling.

Drew Ladner
E: Least avortie kind of cup?
R:Metal chalice.
E: Favorite artist?
R: Merrill Read
E: Favorite time of day?
R: 9:42 a.m.

E: Favorite COOT game?
R: Bob the weasel, easy.
E: What social media icon are
you?
B:The Twitter egg.
E: What car are you?
B: A Kia Soul (Hamster car).
E: What font are you?
B: Comic sands

Interested in advertising in
the Echo to gain exposure
for your business or event?
Contact: James Burlage at
jburlage@colby.edu
for rates and information.

Addie Bullock
Echo: Are you more
peanut butter or jelly?
Schreiner:Neither, but
Shaws has these great
parmesan crisps.

Peg Schreiner
Echo: Favorite pub drink?
Oleynik: Pumpkin head
E: What boy band would you
want to be in?
O: *NSYNC, no question.
E: If you had to smash fruit
what fruit?
O: Watermelon.

Will Walkey

E: What Waterville res
turant would you want
to work at?
S: 18 Below.

E: What Colby dorm are
you?
S: Heights.

E: What is your favorite music
video?
O: “If I were a boy”- Beyoncé
E: Least favorite time of day.
O: 3 p.m. to 6 p.m.

E: Favorite Bone?
W: My skull because it
holds my brain.

E: Favorite Revolutionary
War Leader?
W: Paul Revere

E: Would you rather have
to fight100 hamster sized el
ephants or one elephant
sized hamsters?
W: 100 elephant sized
hamsters

E: Favorite candy?
W: Lemon Heads

E: What material would you
be?
G: Raw wood.

E: What letter would you be?
G: V
E: Drown or burn?
G: Drown.

9
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8
Louisa Goldman

Echo: Most fun month?
Leviton: May.

E: Favorite nail salon?
L: DK.

E: What food do you
crave right now?
L: Frozen pizza.

E: Least Favorite Allergy?
L: Camels.

E: Funniest animal?
L: Chickens.

5 8 1
3
4

Nina Oleynik

Echo: What company
backpack are you?
Walkey: NorthFace

E: What character in Botched
would you be?
G: Dr. Dubrow

Shoshi Leviton

E: Dream newspaper to
work at?
S: The Bowdoin Orient

E: What super power would
you want to have?
O: Invisibility.

Echo: What weather pattern are
you?
Goldman: Monsoon.

E: Chicago/Boston/NY?
G: Chicago.

E: What farm animal
would you adopt?
S: A shepeard’s dog.

E: Favorite Section?
L: Features.

3

7

Su-do-ku!
7
4
5
1
3
6
2
5
8
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4
9

5

8
3

8
6 4 2

Courtesy of https://www.websudoku.com/?select=1&level=3, Level: Medium

E-mail wcwalkey@colby.edu to subscribe to the Echo every week.
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Women’s Rugby repeats conference
championship, advances to Nationals
By Henry Harris

Contributing Writer
&

Drew Ladner

Associate Editor
History has repeated itself. For the second year in
a row, Colby women’s rugby
has won the Conference
Championship with a victory over the University of
Maine Orono (UMO)-this
year, by a score of 22-17and qualified for the USA
Rugby Division II Fall National Championships.
The team wrapped up
their regular season a
week prior with a 33-29
loss against UMO, finishing with an overall record
of 5-2. Despite the loss,
the Mules still had a good
enough record to clinch
the number one seed in the
New England Small College Rugby Conference and
hosted the championship
on the new rugby field this
past Saturday. The fact that
the game was a rematch
against UMO, put the women in an identical position
to last year, when they beat
UMO in the championship
game despite losing to them

in the regular season.
Despite the close final
score, Colby spent much of
the game in control, sending UMO backpedaling
toward their own try line.
Much like last week’s match,
the game was played mostly
on UMO’s half of the field.
However, one of the reasons
for Colby’s initial loss to the
Black Bears the was how
many times Colby players
took the ball and cut toward
UMO defenders when one
final pass to a teammate
on the outside would have
led to an open field run towards the try line. Though
their mistakes would not
prove as costly in the championship game, the team
still left many scores on the
field, with players missing
pass opportunities, forced
out of bounds, and held up
at the try line. They only
had one first half try, from
Clare Stephens ’18, and
trailed 12-5 at the half.
Whatever struggles the team
faced were made up for tenfold
by their strong skillset. There
is a reason Women’s Rugby
earned their number one
seed. One of Colby’s greatest
strengths in this game proved
to be their ability to regain possession from UMO. After every

tackle, the women were quick
to hit the defensive rucks, drive
out the opposition, and scoop
up the ball for a quick turnover.
The second half, especially, saw
Colby force many turnovers,
while UMO frantically tried
to pass and kick the ball away
from their own tryline.
When Colby had possession of the ball, they spread
the ball out with passes,
pushed forward, and frequently broke tackles. The
UMO defense struggled to
stop the Mules’ powerful
runs. Jess Edlund ’18 continued to be an offensive
force, often taking on multiple defenders. Her efforts
were part of the many Colby runs that marched the
team down the field and
drew in defenders to open up second half tries by Laura Wu ’18 and
Anna Braverman ’19.
But penalties can prove
costly for any team. A slew
of penalties from Colby
gave UMO the breathing
room needed to break a few
runs of their own and score
a try to tie the game 17-17.
A high tackle from Maggie Burgos ’18 resulted in a
yellow card ,but even with
a player down, the Mules
continued to display their
athletic dominance, keep-

ing the ball on the UMO
side of the field. As they
had done all game, the team
applied consistent pressure
on defense and forced the
turnovers needed to make
an offensive push. With
UMO on their heels, Emma
Hoffman ’20 found weaknesses in the UMO defense
and capitalized to score the
game-winning drive.
The win was a true team
effort. The women had
played so well as a unit that
they decided not to elect
a forward and back of the
game, as is their usual tradition. After the game 10,
Co-captain Wu said “All I
want to say is that I am so
proud of the team. Hard
work paid off, and we were
able to reflect and fix our
mistakes from the previous
game and rise to the occasion. Not one player stood
out because everybody
played so spectacularly.”
This win catapults the
women’s rugby team to the
National
Championship
Tournament. For the second year in a row, Colby is
the number one seed. Next
Saturday, they will host the
University of New Hampshire for round one of the
tournament at 1 p.m.
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The Cheap Seats

Courtesy of Colby Athletics
In this edition of the Cheap Seats, the Echo sat
down with Colby Basketball’s Sam Jefferson ’20
to discuss the upcoming season, Jason Bourne,
and grapefruits.

By John Steenrod
Staff Writer

Colby Echo (E): How long have you been play
ing basketball?
Sam Jefferson (SJ): As long as I can remember.
Probably [since] early elementary school.
There was a league after school, and I just
joined that and thought it was really fun, so
I kept playing with my friends.
E: What is your favorite basketball moment?
SJ: Honestly, I really hate the Warriors, so
in my recent memory probably the Cavs com
ing back [from] 3-1. Even though I am a Celt
ics fan, I just really didn’t like the Warriors
at all and that was one of the most amazing
performances by Lebron and the Cavs over
all that I’ve ever seen. I wasn’t alive for a lot
of Jordan’s stuff, so just being able to see that
was really, really, really cool.
E: You guys open the season with a tourna
ment at UNE on November 17. How are you
feeling about the season?
SJ: Really good. We had a really young team
last year, but that means that we have a lot
of returning players, so a little more experi
ence coming into this year. We had eight
freshmen last year, which was a pretty big
class for us. We have two freshmen this year
and they’re both point guards. They look
like they are really going to help our team
a lot. We had a really good fall preseason; so
far we’ve been having two practices a day and
our first off day is tomorrow [Monday Nov.
6], so that’s going to be nice, but we are pre
paring pretty well.
E: Is there any basketball player that you re
ally model your game off of?

Courtesy of Bob Houston
Colby Women’s Rugby looked for revenge this weekend against UMO, to whom they had lost the week prior. After heading into halftime with a 12-5 deficit, the Mules
took hold of the game with a solid effort from all the players to win 22-17. The win advances the team to the National Tournament, where they play UNH this Saturday.

Football remains winless through eight games
By Matt He

Contributing Writer
Despite struggling in the
NESCAC standings, Colby
Football has been nothing
if not a consistent competitor this season, showing great
potential in the first quarter
of every game, but struggling
to hold off their opponents in
the other three. Coming off
a tough but hard-fought loss
against instate rival Bates over
Homecoming Weekend, the
Mules hoped to bounce back
on their last home game of
the season. While the Mules
showed some promise of a
comeback in the fourth quarter, Tufts’ strong offense and
defense proved formidable, securing a Jumbos victory 28-14.
The first quarter was consistent with the rest of the Mules’
season, with strong performances defensively, but a series of fumbles and interceptions thwarting Colby’s ability
to score. Following a fumble
recovered by Tufts junior Alex
LaPiana, the Jumbos were the
first to score, running the ball
down the field for a touchdown by first-year running
back Mike Pedrini. Pedrini’s
rushing abilities proved to be
a strong point for the Jumbos,

as he rushed for 135 yards and
three touchdowns during Saturday’s contest.
Colby’s offense continued to
struggle in the first quarter, but
a resilient performance from
the Mules defensive line gave
hope for a comeback. With
11:20 left in the second quarter, Colby was able to stop a
long drive of Colby’s 26 yardline with a sack by junior
linebacker Nick Strand.
However, following a long
drive led by Colby quarterback
Jack O’Brien ’20, LaPiana intercepted a pass at Tufts’ eight
yard line, cutting the Mules’
momentum. Tufts’ next drive
down the field led to pass
completions by Daniel de
Leon, despite resistance from
the Mules’ defense. Pedrini
was able to rush for a one-yard
touchdown with 3:28 remaining in the first half.
The beginning of the second
half went back and forth between the Mules and the Jumbos, mostly due to strong defensive performances by both
teams. The Mules’ defense was
led by Sebastien Philemon ’19,
with 18 total tackles and one
sack. Other outstanding Mules
include Brian McAdams ’18
and Strand, with 14 and 13 total tackles respectively. “We’re

still needing improvement on
putting together a complete
game with the least mistakes.
The team that has less mistakes
wins almost every time,” Philemon commented.
At the end of the third quarter the Mules offense finally
started to come together, with
a combination of Tufts penalties and shorter completions
helping Colby advance. After a
nine play, 81 yard drive, Colby
was able to put its first points
on the board with a huge 37
yard catch by Andrew DeFranco ’20 at 12:04 left in the fourth
quarter. Fearing a comeback,
Tufts responded quickly and
effectively with a combination
of short rushes and receptions
by Pedrini and Frank Roche.
Pedrini was able to score with
another one-yard touchdown,
upping Tufts’ lead to 21-7 with
5:41 remaining.
With the pressure on,
Colby’s offense struggled in
the fourth quarter. Jumbo
Tim Preston was able to record
a pick six on Colby’s first
drive, brining the score to
28-7 following a successful
extra point by Jumbo kicker
Matthew Alswang.
Still, the Mules did not
give up. Quarterback O’Brien
was able to find Mark Snyder

’18 in the endzone, scoring a
touchdown with 1:41 remaining. Colby’s defense put up a
strong fight and forced a punt
the next drive, but the Mules
lost possession with another
interception caught by Preston. Tufts was able to end the
game by running out the clock
in the last minute. The Jumbos
will head into their last game
against Middlebury with a 5-3
record. This game brought the
Mules to 0-8 on the season, but
the team hopes to secure a final win against rival Bowdoin
(also 0-8) next weekend.
Philemon described this
season as difficult yet rewarding, commenting “This
off-season was a difficult
one, and the end result was
a team that entered the year
with one of the if not the
smallest number of players
on the roster in the NESCAC.
Despite the outcome on paper, our goals this year were
directed towards a long term
goal that we could change a
culture that has plagued not
only Colby football but Colby
in general. I’m excited to see
what we can achieve in years
to come. In all honestly I am
more proud of the men on
this team than any other that
I have played on.”

SJ: Well, I like to think I’m a combination of a
few players, but everyone tells me [I play like]
Kyle Korver because basically all I do is
shoot three pointers and he’s a three point
specialist. I’ll take it because he’s a good NBA
player.
E: What is something that people may not
know about you?
SJ: I have three older sisters. A lot of people
think that I’m an only child, but I actually
have three older sisters that are all out of
college. They live all over the world in
France, New York, one used to live in London
and now lives in L.A., so just being able to vis
it them is pretty cool.
E: What is the best thing you did this summer?
SJ: This summer I actually went to Taiwan
with a couple other kids on the basketball
team, Pat Dickert [’18] and Ronan [Schwarz
’18]. We helped our basketball advisor with
some of his research. He’s an education pro
fessor here, and that was a really great ex
perience. We helped him out and also ran a
basketball camp there.
E: What is your favorite movie?
SJ: Probably the Jason Bourne trilogy.
E: I was gonna ask who your favorite char
acter is, but I’m gonna assume that it’s Jason
Bourne.
SJ: Yeah. He’s kinda a [expletive].
E: What’s your pregame music?
SJ: I mean, I don’t really like have anything
that I listen to myself, but our pregame playl
ist varies a lot. We’ve got some kinda soft mu
sic on there, but we’ve got some rap to pump
us up right before tipoff, so that gets me go
ing.
E: If you could choose any band to see live,
who would it be?
SJ: My favorite all time artist is Kanye West,
so probably him. I have gotten to see him,
though. I saw him at the TD Garden a few
years ago, and Kendrick Lamar was opening
for him. That was right before Kendrick re
ally blew up, so that was really cool.
E: If you were a fruit, which fruit would you
be?
SJ: A very ripe and nice grapefruit. I love
grapefruit, so I’ll take that.
E: If you were a superhero, what power would
you have?
SJ: I guess this is kinda obvious, but think fly
ing is pretty cool, so I’d take that.
E: Which one of your teammates would be
your sidekick?
SJ: I’ll go with Tyler Williams ’20 because last
year he assisted on probably half my threes, so I’ll take
him. He’ll be my little sidekick.

Courtesy of Colby Athletics
Despite a tough lost this weekend and a disapointing season thus far, the football team continues to work hard. During this past weekends game against the Jumbos, the
Mules put up a strong fight with a final score of 28-14. The Mules will head to Brunswick this weekend to take on Bowdoin Polar Bears as thier final game of the season.

E: Last but certainly not least: what is your favorite Girl
Scout Cookie?
SJ: Classic Thin Mints.

